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Face Inks Pigments are manufactured in the United States, using
the highest quality colorants available in the industry, resulting in
excellent color retention and superior results. Face Inks Pigments
have been streamlined for simplicity, allowing you to achieve
any shade with the least amount of color mixing. Each shade has
been designed and tested by permanent cosmetic professionals,
who collectively have more than 40 years of color knowledge and
experience.
* Ask for our Face Inks Pigments Color Chart.
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Micropigmentation Machines

NOUVEAU CONTOUR®

The Intelligent provides the practitioner with state-of-the-art computerized
technology. It is equipped and controlled by an Intel microprocessor
“chip.” The Intelligent’s central processing unit offers the most advanced
features, which allow for the selection of pre-programmed settings for various procedures, i.e. eyebrow, eyeliner, lip color and medical procedures.
Software installed in the central processing unit, the operating
system of the Intelligent, consistently calculates the best needle frequency
(speed) needed to achieve optimal pigment retention. Skin structure varies
according to the location because the structure and tolerance of the skin
is different for each area of application.
The Intelligent has more power than any other rotary device. The needle frequency can be adjusted from 50 to 180
punctures per second. This allows the practitioner more flexibility in needle groupings. With the increased power, the
practitioner is able to perform every type of cosmetic and medical
Nouveau Contour Intelligent - $3495.00
procedure available.

Nouveau Contour Digital 1000 machine with Whisper-touch™ control. The
sleek new handpiece plugs into console via a USB plug like a computer.
The 1000 can power up to 150 insertions per second. Use your favorite
Nouveau Contour precision cartridges and adjust the power with a touch
of your finger for every situation from the finest eyeliner skin (you know
that rice paper thin skin in some mature clients) to the most stubborn
scars.
Stable needle frequency results in perfect pigment color retention.
Touch-ups have become almost obsolete.

Nouveau Contour 1000 - $2795.00

The Nouveau Contour Intelligent and the Digital 1000 both come standard with
the Safety Handpiece.
The hand piece is equipped with a patented Safety Needle Cartridge,
worldwide this is the first permanent make-up “rotary/pen” machine that guarantees no chance of cross contamination.
To achieve the best results on different skin types and with individual techniques the hand piece is designed to change pigmentation depth. The hand
piece is made of die cast aluminium and is extremely light. It comes standard
with a Zero Tolerance system. You will never experience any sideward fluctuation of the needle. Hair strokes look more natural, lines look sharper and procedure time is reduced. The Safety handpiece is equipped with an Easy-Click system, which allows for quick attachment or detachment of Nouveau’s patented
Safety Needles. This leads to fast changes between needle configurations, or use of various pigment colors.

Nouveau Additional Handpiece - $995.00

Each Machine comes with a 3 year warranty on the control unit, and a 2 year warranty on the handpiece.
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Topical Anesthetics
Lidocaine 5%
LMX 5% is a 5% lidocaine ointment. LMX
can be used to numb
eyebrows or lips
before a procedure.
45 g tube - $50.00

Each ml Contains: Lidocaine 5% in emollient base

Magic Gel
Use Magic to numb
eyes and lips during a
procedure.
1 oz bottle - $34.99
Each ml Contains:
Lidocaine 5%,
Tetraciane 2%
Epinephrine 0.02%.

Duration Ultra
Duration Ultra is a liquid topical
anesthetic that works best
when used after the skin is
broken.
1 oz bottle - $40.00
Each ml Contains:
Lidocaine HCI 40mg
Tetracaine HCI 20mg
Epinephrine HCI 0.5mg

Swipe
Use during eyebrow and lip
procedure, not appropriate
for eyeliner.
4 oz bottle - $40.00
Each ml Contains:
Benzocaine 60mg
tetracaine 15mg

Tag #45
For use on eyebrows,
lips and areola during
a procedure
1 oz bottle - $39.00
Each ml Contains:
Lidocaine HCI 40mg
Epinephrine HCI 0.4mg

DOTC Blue
Numpot
Use on Eyebrows and lips
before procedure and on
lips during procdure
1 oz jar $49.00

Use on Eyebrows, lips and
Areola before and during
procedure.
15 g jar $39.00
3% Lidocaine,
2% Tetrocaine
pain relief formula

5% Lidocaine
pain relief formula
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Topical Anesthetics
NumQuick Pink
Eyz-A-Blue
Eyz-A-Blue is a cream topical
anesthetic developed for both
before and during eyeliner
procedures .
7/8 oz bottle - $30.00
Each ml Contains:
Lidocaine 3%
Tetracaine 2%

Use NumQuick to numb eyeliner before a procedure. It
can also be used for during a
procedure for brows, eyeliner
and lips.
15 g bottle - $39.00
Each ml Contains:
Lidocaine 30mg
Tetracaine 20mg

After Inked

Use After Inked for after care
on eyebrow procedures
Box of 50 |7 ml re-closeable
pillow packs - $35.00

SuperTrio

Use before and during a
procedure to numb eyes
and lips and areola
7/8 oz bottle - $30.00
Each ml Contains:
Tetracaine
Benzocaine 12%
Lidocaine 4%,

Hydrocortisone Cream 1%
Micro caine

5% lidocaine ointment. It can
be used to numb eyebrows
or lips before a procedure.
1/2 oz bottle - $39.00

After care for areola procedures.
Box of 25|1/32 oz packs
$19.50

Lidocaine 5%,
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Topical Anesthetics

Topical Anesthetic Guide
Eyeliner

Eyebrow

Lips

Areola

Eyeliner

Eyebrow

Lips

Areola

Before Procedure
Eyz-A-Blue
Lidocaine 5%
Micro Caine
NumQuick Pink
DOTC-Blue

During Procedure
Eyz-A-Blue
Ultra Duration
Tag 45
Numpot Gold
NumQuick Pink
Magic Gel
Swipe
DOTC-Blue
Super Trio
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Ancillary Supplies
Sharps Container

3.3 quart
puncture-resistant
$12.99 Catalog No. MSC015

Bacitracin Ointment
1 box of individual
packets Send your
client home with
a packet for their
aftercare.
1 gross
(144 packets) per box
$24.99
Catalog No. MSC002

Green Soap

Traditional skin prep
for tattoos
1 pint $9.99
Catalog No. MSC012

Blue Occlusive Barrier Film

perforated protective sheets,
generous 1,200 sheets per roll,
(this will last you a very long time)
$19.99 Catalog No. MSC004

Cord Tubing

Client 2-Ply Bibs

Keep your cords clean.
A must have for all practitioners.
1200 ft. roll.
$35.00 Catalog No. MSC013

2-ply tissue, 1-ply poly
impermeable, dental-style bibs.
500 per case
$29.99 Catalog No. MSC011
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Ancillary Supplies

Pigment caps (Bag of 100)
Extra Large (Size 16)
Pigment Caps
$6.99
Large Pigment Caps
$6.99

Sweetheart Pigment Ring
4 compartment, disposable finger ring
Pack of 10 - $2.99 Catalog No. MSC022

Small Pigment Caps
$6.25

2-Sided Concealer Pencil
$11.99 Catalog No. CP001

2 sided and 2 colors, light and
medium for whiting out and
reshaping brows. Excellent designing tool!

Lip Guards
Designed for client comfort and
provides a good stretch for lip
procedures
$3.75 each Catalog No. MSC023
$30.00 10 pack (save 20%)

Assorted Pencils
These pencils have the perfect texture for drawing on
all makeup procedures. Extra-long for extended use
$10.00 each
(specify color on order form)

Black
Black Brown
Burgundy
Charcoal Gray

Khaki
Light Brown
Natural

Lizette Eyebrow Kit
Comes with eyebrow
templates and brush.
$25.00

Dark Brown
Nutmeg
Sable
Teal
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Ancillary Supplies
Medical Masks

1 box of 50 disposable
procedure masks with
elastic ear loops
$9.99 Catalog No.
MSC005

Sterile Petroleum Jelly Packets
1 box of individual packets - Send
your client home with a packet for
their aftercare.
1 gross(144 packets) per box
$17.99 Catalog No. MSC002

Nitrile Gloves

Latex/Powder Free, nitrile
single-use gloves with textured
fingertips (please specify size
on order form: XS, S, M, L)
$11.99 Catalog No. MSC017

Disposable Gowns

10 per box
(please specify pink or blue)
$14.50 Catalog No. MSC006

Accessory Bags

Send your clients home in style with these accessory
bags. Perfect for after-care supplies, these bags will
give your practice a professional and stylish edge.
Choose between the lipstick or “I save faces”
designs. $5.00 (25 bags)
Catalog No. MSC025

Pill Cups

Plastic Pill Cups (50)
Hash marks for ml, cc, oz,
and DRAMS
$2.99
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Nouveau Contour Safety Needles
Rule: Fewer needles in a round configuration travel deeper into the skin than larger round needle groups. Smaller
round needles groups, since they travel deeper, will cool off your colors. Depth cools color. Be sure to warm up your brow
and lip colors, adequately, when using these smaller needle groups.
The more needles in a round configuration, the blunter they are. They will not implant color as deeply into the skin as the
smaller round configurations, so you colors will be more apt to heal with more warmth.
I recommend practice pads for trying out new needles, before you use them on a client/patient’s face or body. Craft
Foam is available at Michael’s Crafts or A.C. Moore. It is a great material that allows you to see the effects of each needle
and will show you what happens when you turn one the wrong way or even press too hard.

1-Point Liner $110
Used for very fine hair strokes, dry needling scars, camouflaging thin scars and creating
subtleties. Movement: used to draw hair strokes, pointillism.
3-Point Micro $155
Extremely fine gauge of needles that amount to a slightly thicker single needle. Use the
same as a 1-Point Liner. Also, great for scalp-scars and to sharpen a lip line at the end
of the procedure. Movement: used to draw hair strokes, sharp lip line, and pointillism.
3-Point Outline $155 Heavier gauge than the 3-Micro but finer than the 3-Power.
Great for outlining eyeliner on tough or sun damaged skin (but do not recommend
completing eyeliner with 3-Outline), coarser hair strokes and outlining lips (but do not
recommend completing lips with 3-Outline), scalp scars and fine scars. Movement:
drawing, sketching, pointillism.
3-Point Power $155
This exciting NEW configuration is a heavier gauge and more rigid construction than
the 3-Outline and is much like a standard coil tattoo needle. It is an incredibly
exacting tool that is great for eyeliner and lip liner or a more solid brow. Movement:
drawing, tight or loose circles, pointillism. When using Power needles, you must turn
your machine up to 150.
3-Point Liner $125
Most popular needle for solid eyeliner and solid eyebrows. Use for drawing and densely
filling in. Movement: drawing, tight or loose circles, pointillism.
3-Point Slope $155
Perfect for hair strokes, the 3 S lope needles create a true tapered eyebrow hair
effect. Movement: Set the speed on your machine to 130 and use and in-and-out
motion through the skin.
4-Flat $155
This Advanced FLAT Needle is a shader that packs color in when the needles appear
horizontal and are used in a tight circular motion. When used as a FLAT, it is great for
filling in lips, scars or areola. When turned vertically, you can simply draw through the
skin to produce a fabulous hair stroke. If you haven’t used this advanced tool, you may
want to take a class on it and/or practice your movements on Craft Foam.
Movement: circular for shading wider scars, lip interior or areola complex. Do not line
lips with this needle. When drawing hair strokes move slowly through each stroke
counting from at least 5 to 10 depending on the length of the hairs.
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Nouveau Contour Safety Needles

5-Point Slope $155
The 5 Slope needles are similar to the 3 slope. Works well for longer, tapered hairstrokes and is a great tool for men's eyebrows.
5-Point Shader $155
Most popular needle to create a soft, powdery brow, great for lining lips and will
create a much softer eyeliner than the 3-Liner. Extremely versatile, it can also be
used for areola tattooing & camouflage. Movement: drawing, pointillism, tight or
loose circular motion.
5-Point Power $155
This NEW configuration is a heavier gauge and more rigid construction than the
5-Point Shader and is more closed so it creates a stronger line. Used for lining lips,
eyeliner, areola, camouflage, solid brow. Movement: drawing, pointillism, tight or
loose circular motion. When using Power needles, you must turn your machine up to
150.
5-Point Magnum $155
An Advanced Needle that consists of 2 rows of flat needles. Magnums are also
referred to as under-and-over needles. They are a great shortcut for lash enhancements, narrow or wide eyeliners, shaded or smudging effects on eyeliners, lip interiors, scar camouflage and areola. A magnificent shading tool that is easier to
navigate than the 9-Magnum around the eyes. Movement: tight or loose circular
motion, pointillism, fanning out.
7-Point Liner $155
Creates a very soft effect for eyeliner, lip liner, brows and areola. Great for double
color eyeliner when used for the second or lighter shade. Creates a non-conspicuous lip line. Movement: drawing, pointillism, tight or loose circular motion.
7-Point Power
$155
This NEW configuration is a heavier gauge and more rigid construction than the
7-Liner and is a bit more closed. Can be used to line lips, create a soft eyeliner or
brow. Movement: drawing, pointillism, tight or loose circular motion. When using
Power needles, you must turn your machine up to 150.
9-Point Magnum $170
An Advanced Needle that consists of 2 rows of flat needles. Magnums are also
referred to as under-and-over needles. Can be used for lash enhancements,
wide eyeliner, shaded or smudged edges on eyeliner, lip interior (full lips), scar
camouflage & areola tattooing. Movement: tight or loose circular motion,
pointillism, fanning out.
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Instructional DVD's
Areola Complex Tattooing Training DVD $249.00
(using digital machine)

Learn Areola Complex Tattooing With Our Training DVD's
Experience the most gratifying facet of your permanent
cosmetic career.
Rose Marie Beauchemin of The Beau Institute in NJ and Debbie
Guastella of the Guastella Institute in New Orleans, present this
7-hour, 6-DVD instructional series

This intensive para-medical course includes:
• Live model demonstrations on various types of breast reconstruction, reductions
and grafts.
• Amazing areola complex tattooing techniques that create the illusion of nipple
protrusion.
• Techniques in diffusion that allow for perfect matching on a unilateral
mastectomy.
• Booklet that repeats the process and includes terminology.
• Questionnaire that will assure your comprehension of all materials.
• Certificate that states you have achieved a passing grade on the questionnaire.

This series has been hailed as the most extensive and
comprehensive DVD training program, worldwide.
This training course is not meant to substitute your state requirements or that of our non-profit organizations.
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Call to place your order today
1.888.763.2328
shop online 24/7:
www.BeauInstitute.com
We Are the Home for All of your permanent cosmetic Needs
- Primary and Advanced Training Programs
- Private and semi-private classes available
- Areola complex and scar camouflage training
- Face Inks Pigments - (Call for Catalog and monthly
pigment specials)
- Après camouflage makeup
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